
Additional Questions? 
Email: mim@missoulainmotion.com 
Call: 406-552-67675

What modes are eligible to log during the challenge?
Sustainable modes including riding the bus, biking, walking,
carpooling, vanpooling, teleworking, skateboarding, etc. count
towards this challenge. Carpooling to Ski does NOT count. 

Do errands count? & What counts as an errand?
Yes, errands AND commutes count towards this challenge. 
An errand is a trip that you HAVE to do outside or work (i.e. Dr.
appointment, grocery store, etc.). Recreational trips DO NOT
count as errands. (i.e. hiking, visiting a friend, getting some
exercise, etc.).

What counts as a carpool?
Carpools are defined as a ride shared by 2 or more eligible drivers 
(16 yrs of age or older with driver's license), So, if you are dropping 
off your kids at daycare/school, that is not considered a carpool.

To make the competition fair, we created 3 separate challenges
based on commute length.  Select the challenge that corresponds to
the one way length of your daily commute.

How do I know which of the 3 different challenges to join?

When a weekly work schedule is condensed to eliminate one or
more commutes to and from the office. If you work 4, 10 hour
days instead of 5, 8 hour days; you can log a commute on the
5th day as "compressed work week" since you are eliminating a
commute on that day.

When would I use the mode "Compressed Work Week"?

Upon registering, you will automatically be added to a Leaderboard
that tracks the amount of CO2 diverted by your sustainable trips. Top
CO2 diverters at the end of the month win prizes.  Anyone who joins
the challenge and logs at least 1 trip is automatically entered into a
raffle drawing for a $50 Missoula Downtown gift card!

how do i win?

Do trips outside of missoula count?
No, but daily commutes in and out of Missoula count. Ask
yourself: Am I diverting CO2 that would otherwise be going into
the air in the Missoula valley? So, YES, vanpooling TO Missoula
counts. NO, a carpool work trip to Helena does NOT count.


